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The Daniel Boone Cloggers from Boone perform on
Capitol Square in Raleigh, 1973. Courtesy of North
Carolina Office of Archives and History, Raleigh.
by Bruce E. Baker, 2006Call no. N_73_5_513.
Clogging [2] is a form of traditional solo step dancing to traditional string music common inwestern North Carolina [3] and
growing in popularity across the state and nation. The term has been used to describe the dance only since about 1930.
Clogging differs from flatfooting in that flatfoot dancers rest on their heels and keep their steps low to the floor, whereas
cloggers come down on the toes or balls of the feet and incorporate high kicks of the feet. Unlike buck dancing, where
dancers also use the toes, clogging also incorporates heel strikes on the floor. Since the 1930s, teams of cloggers have
performed for audiences, and performance has been a powerful engine of change in clogging. Most cloggers use taps to
amplify the sound of the rhythms made by their feet, while most flatfoot and buck dancers use regular shoes. Many
clogging teams do primarily "precision clogging," which is a choreographed dance incorporating traditional steps in a
preestablished pattern which is performed in unison by all the dancers. In North Carolina, clogging has been popularized
by Bascom Lamar Lunsford's Mountain Dance and Folk Festival [4] and the Stompin' Ground in Maggie Valley [5].
Reference:
Mike Seeger and Ruth Pershing, Talking Feet: Buck, Flatfoot, and Tap: Solo Southern Dance of the Appalachian,
Piedmont, and Blue Ridge Mountain Regions (1992).
Additional Resources:
NC Clogging Association: http://www.clognc.com/ [2]
Image credit:
"Daniel Boone Cloggers of Boone, NC, performing on Capitol Square, Raleigh, NC, 11 May 1973." State Archives of North
Carolina, Non-Textual Materials Unit. Call no. N_73_5_513.
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